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i. Summary

Contract DAAK7O-77-C-O111 has been conducted to assess the

utility of electron beam recording technology in the context of automated

• 
• cartographic and textual publishing, and as an information storage and

retrieval technique.

In many areas, the technology has been seen to be appl icable to

the current increase in the level of automation and increase in throughput

rates at the Defense Mapping Agency Centers. For electron beam recorders

to be considered in the production environment, maximum resolutions of the

order of 10,000 to 16,000 TV lines have been recomended. This means that a

majority of the DMA-produced charts can be made via projection platemaking ,

but that full size (48” by 72”) charts must be made by a step and repeat imposition

of projection images from EBR microforms.

• Serious consideration of the use of 35 mm electron beam recorders

and existing publishing industry peripheral equipment for projection plate-

making and pagination have been recommended for use in the publishing of

textual and text wi th graphic products which are produced in book format.

Projection platemaking with existing state of the art equipment

appears to be feasible from electron beam recorder microform output. Further

study and quantitative performance measurements are required in order to

determine whether or not such projection platemaking techniques can trul y

satisfy the most demanding accuracy and geometric fidelity requirements

imposed upon DMA products.

The issue of geometric accuracy has been addressed, an d the use of
a 2 mu absolute accuracy and separation congruency has been proposed.
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- SECTIOtI I

INTRODUCTION

1.0 GENERAL

The Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) is the Department of Defense

component charged wi th the responsibility to provide current and accurate

information to navigators , planners, and logistic analysts working in the

three opera tional spaces : the aeronau tical env i ronme nt, over lan d, and in

ocean space.

The DMA has organized itself into three production centers which

concentrate on the three navigational spaces. They are:

1. The Defense Mapping Agency Aeronautical Center (DMAAC),
located in St. Lou is, Mi ssour i ,

2. The Defense Mappi ng Agency Hydrographic Center (DMAHC),
located in Wash ington , D. C. , and

3. The Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center (DMATC),
l ocated in Washin gton , D. C.

These production centers produce an extraordinari ly wide variety of products

which include complex charts and maps, textual data, and combinations of

textual and graphic materials intermixed within one document product.

In general , the work is characterized by a large amount of

repetitive updating and editing. Much of the work Invol ves the correction of

existing charts to reflect the l atest known i nformation In terms of surveys,

—l —
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geogra ph ical or topogra phi cal changes , and especiall y in the aero space

environment , operational changes relating to airways, an d a i rcraf t approach

and departure procedures. The amount of work that must be accomplished by

each center, on an annua l basis, is truly voluminous. The editori~ nature

of much of the work has suggested for some time that a substantial amount of

automation can be brought to bear upon the cartographic process through the

use of digital data processing techniques . The DMA has been working in

this area for the past fifteen years, an d has made substan tial progress in

creat ing digi ta l data files from its very lar ge storehouse of graph ical

mater ial .  As t ime passes , many of the DMA ’s users find that they have great

utility for products in the form of digital data records and , in some of

the centers ’ work, the use of graphic output as a final product is diminishing

i n favor of digital da ta records .

Primary requirements imposed upon DMA products are accuracy and

fidel ity . In many cases , the produc ts are used by nav igators who rel y not

only on the accuracy of the textua l informa tion , bu t also on the geometr ical

juxtaposition of land masses and other terrain features to guide an air or

sea vessel safely to its destination . In times of conflict on land , topo-

graphic products are used for fire direction and like uses in close combat

support situations. So it can be seen that the accuracy of the Information

on DMA products can truly be called life critical .

-2-
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The critical nature of the work,and the liability accepted by

the Governmen t and its anal ysts who prepare th i s mater ial , are respons ible

for the development of a requirement for extraordinarily high quality proofing

operations. The importance of the proofing steps in the production of these

products cannot be overemphasized.

In addition to the procedural problem of proofing, the automation

of the cartographic process must address the human reaction to mach ine-produced

graphics. The cartographic and graphic arts are rich in tradition and, to

some extent, are Unto themselves an art form. Thus , it appears extremely

important that machine-produced graphics resemble , to the greatest extent

possible, man-made products. In many cases, the artifacts of mechanical

scanning render such machine-made products as imediately discernible from

those created by sk il led cartograph ic draf tsmen .

With the advent of very high resolution laser and electron beam

scanners , this problem has begun to diminish. Over the past decade, the U. S.

Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories (USAETL) has been investigating

the applications of el ectron beam technology to the automated cartographic

process. With an extremely mature entertainment television industry available

in this country and the rest of the world , it is not sur~rising that the

use of hi gh resolut ion cathode ray tu bes formed the or iginal bas is for th is

work. A ser ies of develo pmental dev ices , in wh ich cathode ray tubes were

used as pr intheads to impose cartogra phi c and textual mater ial on photogra ph ic

f i lm , have been developed . In general , available cathode ray tubes are

-3-
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limi ted in graphic arts quality performance to formats of the order of a

few inches and total information recording capabilities on the order of a

few thousand TV lines per raster height. This technique, then , requires an

extremely accurate flatbed pl otter which can do multip le step-and-repeat

operations. The mechanical aspects of this step-and-repeat operation obviously

l imit the speed of such a graphic terminal. Beyond the development of

cartogra ph i c CRT pr inthead pl otters , di rect record ing with electron beams

was investigated .

Direct electron recording on film has proven to be highly

advantageous in many applications . The photographic emulsions available

are extraord inar i ly f ine gra i n mater ial , and require a very low electron

beam dosage to develop very high optical densities . Coupled with these

photographic meditin advantages, has been the development of extremely high

resolution electron optics permitting selection of spot sizes as small as

1 to 5 micrometers, and total informa tion record ing capab i l ity of tens of

thousands of TV lines per raster height. Fol l owing an exploratory development

program in which a 70 mm format electron beam recorder successfully produced

both cartographic data and imposition of names and other textual data and

symbology, USAETL proceeded with the development of a cartographic electron

be~r- rc~ .,;jer (EBR), which has a recording format of 5 x 8 inches (5-1/2 inch

wide roll film is used).

-4-
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The cartographic EBR , bu i l t by Image Gra ph ics Incorpora ted, was

del ivered to ETL. in October of 1976. As more and more experiments were

conducted at ETL using the cartographic EBR as a graphic output terminal ,

many new ideas for EBR appl ications beyond those of strictly topographic

plotting surfaced.

As a resul t, in the Spring of 1977, DMAHQ directed USAETL to conduct

a contract study effort to assess , in both qualitati ve and quantitative terms,
• the general appl icability of electron beam recording technology to the

generation of cartographic products in this sphere of automated cartography.

This report is the work product of that study effort.

1.1 COMPUTER-DRIVEN GRAPHIC RECORDING

In the context of an automated cartographic environment, the

recording effort is basically one of transforming a digital data record

to a cartographic product. As emphasized above, this must be done with the

provision of several very adequate proofing steps.

In general , this digital data record will reflect the one time

conversion via some form of scanning of a graphic record and the subsequent

conversion of the graphic record to a digital data record. Often, this

digital data record will be called and portions of the data record will be

edited as updated information becomes available to the cartographer. After

the data record Is updated, the edited record is ready for output graphic

generation.

-5-
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There are many known techniques by which a digital data record can

be used to drive a graphic recorder. These incl ude: full scale graphic

plotters using either pens or scribers, optical recorders of either flatbed

or drum-type, and a smaller scale recorder such as an EBR. One other

technolog ical var iable further del inea tes the types of graph ic data term inals.

This variable is invol ved in the methodology of plotting. Two methods are

available: raster plotting and vector plotting. In raster pl otting , the

graphic is cal l ed from the digital data base on a line-by-line basis, and is

“painted” on the recording medium in a fashion analogous to a television

picture (normally without the interlace associated with conventional home

television). This technique implies that no natter what the data density

of the graphic to be produced , every point on that graphic will be scanned

by the recording system. The vector plotting technique , on the other

hand , plots data only where graphic features exist. Generally, this

requires relatively rapid movement of the recording instrument (i.e., pen,

scr iber , l ight or electron beam) alon g serpen tine feature s an d/or character

strokes within a graphic.

While many pl otting machines have been designed to do either raster

plotting or vector plotting , the EBR is unique in that it is adaptable without

any chan ges other than coman d signals to do plotting in either mode as a

consequence of the tremendous ease with wh ich v i rtuall y inert ialess electron

beams may be rapidly defi ected and modulated.

-6-
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• Many of the plotting systems that have been developed to date

employ relatively high inertia mechanical comDonents and are rather time

consuming in pl otting operations. Some systems however, have been developed

which can operate at reasonably high speeds; In these cases, the data transfer

ava ilabl e in computer hardware and, in particular , direct memory access

circuits become the limiting factor. At the present time, It appears that

the utilization of EBR technology will fall in the latter category.

1.2 UTILITY OF EBR MICROFORM GRAPHICS

EBR output graph ics are, in general , produced on f ine gra in si lver

hal ide emulsion film. They are available in either positive or negative form,

and the positive/negative phase chanqe may be accomplished either through

electronic or photographic processes.

— 

An EBR microform graphic can be generated in seconds from a digital

data record assuming that the data transfer rates are adequate in the “front

end” of the graphic composition system. Vector lines of widely varying line

weights can be generated as can names, data , and symbology.

The utility of these mi croform graphics incl udes appl ications relating

to direct product development such as transformation from microform graphics

to pressplates and subsequent product printing , generation of transparencies

-~‘- 
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for projection displ ays, and other interesting appl ications that, while not

strictly producing cartographic output, are potentially very applicable to

other problems wi thin the DMA. These other applications include the use of j
the EBR as a continuous tone image recorder, suc h as LANDSAT imagery, and the

expl oitation of the extremel y h igh pac ki ng dens ity ava i lable in the EBR as an j
arc hi val data recorder for either gra phic (analog) or d igi tal record ings. EBR

technology is also a contender for a high performance, high throughput Computer .1

Output Microform (COM) terminal. Both microfilm and microfiche can be pro- -

duced with ease by an electron beam recorder. USAETL is currently experimenting

with the cartographic EBR using a standard microfiche format in which one set

of DAC ’s is used to address the individual pages of the fiche, and a second set

is used to position the recording spot within the page.

I
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

2.0 GENERAL

The technical investigation conducted has encompassed an analysis

of the present and future capabilities of electron beam recording technology,

processes available now and in the future for producing pressplates from

mi croform images, the current and anticipated product mix of the DMA centers,

and those areas in which the attributes of EBR technology might be applied

for ancillary uses such as image and digital data recording.

2.1 EBR TECHNOLOGY

Direct electron recording technology as a useful technique for

creat ing image and graphi c inform ati on , has been under development for some

twenty years. Much of the early developmental work was done at companies such

as Mipex, CBS La borator ies, Eastman Koda k, General Electric, IBM , RCA , and

3M. Public awareness of the viabilit y and utility of EBR recording technology

came to l ight in several “space age ” programs.

In both cases , NASA programs led the way in exploiting EBR image

recording capabilities. In the mid-l96O ’s two very exciting programs demon-

strated the utility of this technology. In 1966, the Lunar Orb iter satell ite

photographed areas 0f the lunar surface intended as landing sites for Apollo

missions of lunar exploration . In this satellite and ground station system,

-9... 
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an electron beam device was used to scan photographic film in the satellite ,

convert the variations in film density to a video signal , and subsequently

transm it it to a groun d stati on where an electron beam recorder was use d to

create the recorded images of the lunar surface. Also starting in the 1960’s

and continuing through the present time, has been a program of earth resources

assessment. This started as the Earth Resource Technology Satellite (ERTS)

Program and continues at present under the program known as LANDSAT. In this

program, which enjoys multi-national partici pation , electron beam recorders are

used in the U.S.A., Brazil , and Canada to record satellite images of large

portions of the earth ’s terrain and seascapes. The devices that are in use to

record these images have been in servi:e for years, and generall y operate on a

heavily loaded , three-shift seven-days-a-week schedule.

2.1.1 EBR FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

An electron beam recorder may be easily understood by starting from

the basis of home television with which we are all familiar. In our home

telev ision sets , a hot cathode is used to stimulate electron emission. Electron -

emiss ion i s drawn from thi s source , modulated in intensity by a control

gri d upon which is impressed video information, and the beam is subsequen tly

deflected (scanned) and focussed by electron optics . The resulting electron

beam Is accelera ted to a hi gh energy, and Im pinges on a phosphor screen where

an Image is created. In the electron beam recorder, virtually all of the

-10-
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processes are qual itat ively the same . In the EBR , the phosphor screen is
• - replaced with a film plane , upon which is placed a piece of electron

sensitive silver hal i de film.

At this point , the qualitative comparisons are straightforward.

The quantitative comparisons are quite a different story, however. Di rect

electron recording on silver halide film has many advantages which have been

exploited in current EBR designs. First, the very high efficiency with which

high energy electrons expose grains of silver halide al low a substantial

reduction in beam current density over that which is required to stimulate

photon emission from a phosphor screen. The impact of this high efficiency

is seen primarily in the ability to create extraordinarily high specific

resolutions (that is, extremely smal l electron beam spots). It is

possible , an d in general des ira ble , to produce electron optics in EBRs which

are vastly superior to those found in the entertainment TV industry. This is

another way of stating device resolution. In the American TV industry, the

standard resolution is 525 TV lines per raster height. In the early electron

beam recorders mentioned previously, the resolu tion is more of the order of

10,000 TV lines per raster height (such as found in the Goddard Space Flight

Center ’s LANDSAT recorder). Subsequent developments have led to the design

of 20,000 and 30,000 TV line recorders. As discussed below, it appears that

ultimate performance l imits probably lie between 30,000 and 50,000 TV lines

per raster height. The total information content of such high resolution

rasters is truly formidable. If one considers a 50,000 by 50,000 picture -

•

element raster in a two-level recording , the total information content is

some 2.5 billion bits. -, 

•
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The desirabl e virtues of recording with el ectron beams do require

the impos iti on of instrument des ign an d performance charac ter ist ics related

to the nature of electron emission. These include high quality vacuum systems,

• precise beam addressing and focusing electronics , and the abil ity to move

electromechanical parts with precision within the vacuiin environment .

The requirements for vacuum level in an EBR are quite variable.

The most stringent requirements occur in the region of the electron source.

El ectron sources typical of those utilized in an EBR are generally thermionic

emitters. (This means that electron emission is produced in proportion

to the work funct ion of the electron emitter and its eleva ted tempera ture

normally around 2600°K.) Two failure mechanisms attend this type of electron

source opera tion. It is des i rable that the first order fa i l ure mechan i sm be

the predominant one; this means that failure should occur through evaporative

loss of cathode material rather than through ionic bombardment damage. In

order to enjoy the maximum lifetime from a therinionic cathode, the vacuum

l evels must be kept at a low enough pressure to preclude serious ionic

bombardment damage. In the case of a non-activated (i.e., tungsten emitter)

cathode, a total pressure of the order of lO~ to io 8 torr is required.

From this region of rel atively high vacuum (low pressure),the requirements

become less stringent although the pumping throughput generally increases

as we approach the film pl ane. In the electron beam l anding area, the

presence of the photographic film with its organic components and, in particular ,

- 12—
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its water vapor content, the achievement of a io.8 

torr vacuum while

theoretically possible , i s not hig hly prac tica l nor is it necessary. These

considerations lead to the designer ’s conclusion that a multi-stage vacuum

system is the most practical way to approach the satisfying of these

requirements. In general , the vacuum conductances between the regions of

different pressure requirements and the pumping speeds to these chambers are

designed in accordance with relatively predictable outgassing loads and pressure

requirements. The very mature technologies of mechanical roughing and foreline

pumps and oil vapor diffusion pumps are appropriate for this type of vacuum

system. Cons iderati on can also be gi ven to tur bomolecular pump ing systems

backed by mechanical roughing systems.

2.1.2 STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY

As discussed above, a number of high technology organizations

partici pated in the early development of EBR technology. At the present

time , however , onl y one company known to the au thors is di rectly invol ved in

el ectron beam recording technology as a key el ement of Its business. This

com pany is Image Gra ph ics Incor porated of Fa irfield , Connecticut. The

founders of Image Graphics were the key personnel in the development of EBR

technology at CBS Laboratories in Stamford, Connect icut, dur ing the la te

1950’s, through the 1960’s and into the 1970’s. IGI has produced the

cartographic EBR which is presently undergoing test and evaluation at ETI.

-13-
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The cartographic EBR is not a device produced to the absolute u1timate

state of the art, but is adequately close to what we understand theoretical

performance l imits to be, that it is useful as a comparative projection as to

the ultimate performance of such devices. The performance characteristics

of this machine as promulgated by IGI are given in Table 2-1.

Same concern has been voiced in Government circles that the

technology may be on a somewhat tenuous footing if there is only one organization

actively invol ved in the design and development ~f such devices. It is our

belief that th is is not the case . The m icroel ectron ics indus try has spurred — -

many developments of electron beam recording technol ogy in the quest of higher

an d higher pack ing dens ity i n lar ge scale integra ted circu its and memory dev ices . • -

These developmen ts, in general , parallel many of those requ ired for a

cartogra phi c EBR. They generall y work at spec i f ic reso l utions far in excess

of those desirable for a cartographic machine , however. The di fference in

specific resolution is not terribly important; what is critical , however , is

the cont inued develo pmen t of the ab i l ity to pos it ion an d control f ine electron

beams. This is being addressed exhaustivel y by several very large organizations 
-

here and al so intens ivel y in Ja pan.

The authors have concluded that in this age of lasers and solid

state devices, advanced el ectron beam techno logy sti l l  has very important

roles to play in many of our technological developments. We believe that

the microelectronics industry may well be responsible for revol utionary

developments in this field.

-14- 
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TABLE 2—1

CARTOGRAPHIC EBR PERFORMANCE

j (AS PROPOSED BY IMAGE GRAPHICS , INC.)

Film Sizes 5—1/2 inch, 70 m, 35 m

Image Formats 5 x 8 inches , 65 x 86 m, 24.6 x 37.3 mm

Beam Diameters 3 & 6 microns

Beam Addressability 32,768 x 32,768 - •

Vector Plotting Speed 125 ,000 points/sec

Line Width Control (5 bit) 3 - 250 microns
• 

.. Chara cter Sizes 4 - 36 points

~ :: Character Generation Speeds 1360 - 225 characters/sec

1.. Character Rotation 0 — 3590 in 10 increments
- 

- - Ras ter Scan Ra tes Var iabl e up to 2 (Hz

Dynamic Range 64 shades of gray

Optical Density (Dmax) 2.3+

Video Bandw idth 10 MHz
1~ Congru ity of Sequen tial Images 0.003%

Geometr ic Fidel ity 0.01 %
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2.1.3 EBR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS -

The present fundamental limits With which we are faced concern

both specific resolution in terms of l ijie edge acu ity and the ab i l ity to

ma inta in a gi ven spot size and shape over a l arge forma t, and the issue of

very fine positioning and addressing of an electron beam.

First, consider the performance of an electron optical column

which focuses and positions a beam over a large format. As in most optical

systems (light optics as well as electron optics), the spot size is generally

optimized on-axis. In an el ectron column , the spot size may be represented

as equation 1:

= d0 
+ c1e + c2e

2+ c3e
3 

+ 
__ _ c

no
n ( 1)

where

d5 is the spot size anywhere in the format,

d0 is the spot size on-axi s
,

C1, c~, c3, and higher order coefficients are derivedfrom properti es of the el ectron opt ical
col umn incl uding electron beam di vergence -•

an gle , spherical aberration coefficients,
and the like , and

0 is the deflection angle.

Faced with the knowledge that the on-axis spot, when deflected, wil l tend

to grow in accordance with equation 1 , the designer seeks to reduce to

a min imum or to zero , if possible, the coefficients, c1, c2, and so forth .

-16-
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He also seeks to design his electron optical column to have adequate length

such that the defl ection angle , 0 , i s not excess ive. The design solu tion

is generally twofold; first the geometric and field uniformity properties

of the electron optical column are optimized to reduce the aberration

coeff icients, secondly, dynamic correction waveforms are applied to keep the

beam in focus and corrected for astigmatism and coma across the format. These

corrections can be highly effective particularl y in an electromagnetically

focussed and defl ected system. It has been suggested by Dr. Al bert Crewe1

that the proper juxtaposition of a series of electromagnetic correction

devices (including dipoles , quadru poles , hexapoles, and octopules) properly

contro11~d, can result in a high quality electron beam spot over a 50,000

spot diameter defl ection field. If this can be done successfully, aberra tions

w il l probabl y be reduced to a second order effect and the capa bi l iti es for

accurate beam positioning will become the dominant effect.

If we cons ider a cartogra phi c product or an image of a scene to

be a sequence of artificial “picture el ements” (general ly referred to as

pixels), it would seem reasonable that our electron beam addressing system

should be abl e to position the beam to within a fraction of a pixel . If an

electron beam device is capable of producing satisfactory beam size over a

50,000 spot diameter deflection field , and if we further require that we

address to within the modest requirement of one-half of one picture element,

1 Crewe , Al bert V., Enr ico Fermi Ins titute , University of Chicago , Pr iva te
Communication .
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we then require a positional accuracy of 1 part in 100,000. Stated In terms

of the deflection amplifier performance, this means a deflection amplifier

signal-to-noise ratio of 100 dB, certa inl y a performance figure that i s very

di f ficul t to ach i eve and most li kely not measurabl e directl y.

Added to these fundame ntal cons iderations are other practical issues

such as film dimensional stability in a widely varying humidity environment

(from in-air storage to in-vacuum recording).

2.1.4 EBR PERFORMANCE

As we have discussed above , it appears theoretically practical

to cons ider max imum recor di ng formats withi n one frame of data to be boun ded

at the upper limi t by 50,000 by 50,000 spot diameters. In general , however ,

the application of a new or high technology system to what is ultimately a

production environment usually requires , in terms of practical appl i cation ,

somewhat of a derating of the performance capability from ultimate theoretical

limits.

-18-
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Several electron beam recorders have been built over the past

few years which can be considered practical machines adaptable to a production

environment. In general , these machines have been specified to have 50%

modulation transfer function at a spatial frequency corresponding to 10,000

TV lines across a 70 mm format. (Note that in order to achieve this per-

formance in excess of 14,000 TV lines are scanned in the verti cal direction

to account for scan direction sampling.) EBRs with which the authors are

personal ly familiar i ncl ude the CBS Model 7Oc electron beam recorder which

is instal led at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland an d

is used for the recording of LANDSAT imagery . In addition , three 70 m

framing machines , known as CBS Model 70f,have been built. Of these, one

is installed in the Brazilian LANDSAT station near Sao Paul o, Brazil , and

two have been del ivered in-plant to a program sponsored by the Advanced

Researc h Projects Agency.

In genera l , these machi nes exh ibit stabl e, high quality performance

at frequencies up to 10,000 TV lines. They all have a 3 micron diameter

beam spot, and the majority of the machines use SO-219 film. Recently,

NASA has been utilizing Kodak Type SO-438 in the CBS Model 70c recorder

whi ch has a con tin uous motion fi lm transpor t and appears not to suffer from
the charging effects discussed in paragraph 2.1.6.1 as a consequence of using

S0-438 film (which does not have a conductive l ayer under the film emulsion).

-19-
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Most recently, the cartographic EBR produced by Image Gra phi cs

Incorporated of Fairfiel d , Connecticut, has been delivered to Ft. Belvoir.

The machine was installed at ETI in October of 1976 and , as yet, rema ins

to be final acceptance tested. This machine is designed to handle up to

5-1/2” wide film and to expose formats up to 5” by 8”. A digital beam posi-

tioning system is included which has the capability inherent in the digital- 
-

to-analog converters to address 215 (32,768) data points along an 8” line.

(More recently, the 215 bit DAC ’s have been replaced by 218 bit DAC ’s; the

215 bit un its are now used for “coarse ” positioning such as the start of an

individual page when recording in microfiche format, with the 218 bit DAC ’s

serving to control the spot position within the page.)

During the course of this study, ETL supplied to the authors

representative test patterns recorded by the cartographic EBR using inter-

nally generated calibration patterns. These patterns appear as a matrix

of cross scan l ines of spatial frequencies corresponding to 16,328 TV l ines -

down to 256 TV lines , an d were produced before the mach ine was ful l y “tuned”

to optimum performance. In addition , sens itometr ic steps are included in the -

test pattern matrix. In the film otuput supplied to the authors, microscopic

examination indicated that the 16,328 TV line frequency would be useful for -

graphic arts quality work on axis. On the edges of the format, and in the

corners, graphic arts quality appeared achievable at 8,192 TV lines. It is -

the authors ’ opinion that, in general , wi th an electromagneticall y focused and -

deflected electron optical column of the geometry and quality found in the

cartographic EBR , that the 16,328 TVL performance seen on axis is also -

achievable at the extremes of the format.

-20-
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In summary, while the advertised performance of 32,768 points was

not observable in the film chips suppl ied by ETI, it is the authors ’ opinion

that a pract ical produc tion env i ronment machi ne can be rel iabl y specifi ed
- 

- - 
at somewhere between 10,000 and 16,000 TV lines and will offer stable

- 
.. performance of graphic arts quality at these frequencies.

As mentioned above, the EBR beam positi on may be control l ed in

either a vector or a raster pl otting format. In general , for the product

scales and projection systems considered, the EBR spot size that appears to

be most practical is of the order of 5 to 6 micrometers (approximately one-

quarter mu ). Generally, this will produce lines,after projection to a full

size graphic ,that are smaller by a factor of four than the min imum l ine

weights normally utilized in even the finest detail in cartographic products.

In a vector plotting mode, line weight control is produced by “wobbl ing” the

electron beam spot as it draws vector strokes. This has the extremely

desirable affect of plotting a wider l ine which has the edge acuity of a very

much finer spot. Thus, the apparent spot intensity profile appears to be

virtually “square ”. Normal ly, the average density of cartographic products

is such that a product pl otted in the vector mode will consume much less time

for pl otting than one accompl ished by raster plotting techniques. Similarly,

characters and symbols may be generated by vector techniques as well as

by raster techniques. A substantial amount of software and hardware has already

been developed to allow for the recording of graphic arts quality symbology

and charac ters us ing the electron beam recorder.

-21-
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Raster plotting techniques are obviously useful when the data

base is in a raster format. Most often, this may take the form of pictorial

data which is recorded as an analog image and in which tonal control Is of

great importance. In such a product application , the EBR technology is

utilized in the field for which it was originally developed, namely that of

analog image recording . It is possible with the EBR to control exposure to

density units of the order of 0.01. Normally, the minimum density achievable

(base plus fog) is of the order of 0.1 density units. Maximum densities of

3 are possible, but in practice normally a density of 2.1 to 2.4 is used as

a Dmax~ It i s thus seen that the EBR can offer a dynam ic range l imited

primarily by the sensitometric characteristics of the recording medium which

will be of the order of 200:1 (useful primarily for machine-read information).

Human observers perce ive the image ou put of the EBR i n its analo g recordi ng

mode as a completely continuous tone image.

2.1.5 ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

EBR performance specifi cation and analysis is straightforward in

the context of the electro-optical displ a~, and recorder industry. This

Industry is accustomed to working with such parameters as:

Modula tion Transfer Func tion (MTF) as a func tion of
spatial frequency

Po i nt and/or L ine Spread Func tions

Edge Acutance (or gradient)

Optical Density of Film Record

—22-
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Al l of the above performance specifications are quantitative , and can be

measured by precision equipment. Human interpretation is not required to

assess whether or not a performance spec ifi cation is met.

The graphic arts industry, although it uses certain quantitative

measurements of performance, is far more open to subjective evaluation. A

“good graphic ” is one that is pleasing to the eye; it has “cr ispness ”, etc .
- . -  

The observer ’s subjective perception is generally regarded as more Important

than any photo-optical measurements that might be made.

Th i s presents a di l emma in the DMA worl d of cartogra phy in whi ch the

quest for the appl ication of new technologies is directed by personnel allied

wi th the engineering sciences (and as such , are persuaded to develop highly

quantitative specifications). DMA ’s production staffs, on the other han d , are

rich in years of graphic arts experience. The result of the blends of thinking

represen ted by these two poles of exper ience has , to date, seen the genera tion

of extraordinarily demanding quantitative equipment specifications.

The key performance issue is the accuracy to which a specific

location may be l ocated on a full size graphic. At all of the DMA production

centers , the “need” for 1 mu (0.001 inch) accuracy is verbally stated, al-

though the written chart and map accuracy standards are generally more like

1/50 inch (0.020 inch). In fact, the real requirement for accuracy is derived

from registration tolerances when from 3 to 5 (or more) separation negatives

must be superimposed. A few symbol s of a bifilar nature such as roadways

with color fill and road or railway bridges are the most demanding , and

misregistration of the order of 3 to 6 mils (0.003 to 0.006 inches) are

discernible by most human observers at normal viewing distances. What , then,

should be demanded as the accuracy requirement for a master cartographic

recorder?
-23-
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We can show proof positive that 1 mil accuracy is adequate ; in

fact, it is more than adequate. Similarly, plots made to 7 mu accuracy

can be shown to be inadequate for the multi-separation imposition of most

cartographic products. In terms of human acuity, even considering that

cartographic products are viewed and used at short eye-to-graphic working

d i stances , a 2 mu accuracy will be adequate for normal una ided viewing .

(Human eye resolving power is 0.80 arc mi nutes for a 50% detection probability ;

2 mils at a close working distance of 10 inches subtends 0.69 arc minutes

and is below this threshold.)

Extrapolating this accuracy requirement to full size graphics to

be produced by magnification from EBR microform images, then, tells us that

an EBR working at an accuracy of 16,000 addressable points will allow for

the accurate production of charts 32 inches in linear dimension. Thus, JOG

size sheets*, the predominant cartographic product size in DMA , may be

readi ly produced from EBR microform gra ph ics from the stand point of rel iabl e

EBR accuracy.

*Map dimensions 17 x 23 inches within work limits of 22.125 x 28.50 inches and
paper trim size of 22.50 x 29.00 Inches; scale = 1:250,000.
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1 2.1.6 CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPLICATION OF EBR TECHNOLOGY IN THE PRODUCTION

ENVIRONMENT

This section addresses the developments required to render the large

I format, high resolution electron beam recorders which have been produced to

date to a higher level of product maturity and reliability , as well as as pects

1 of the technology which require careful consideration in installation and

1 
appl ication .

1 2.1.6.1 Photographic Recording Media - Early during the development

of direct el ectron film recorders, it was d i scovered that the dielectr ic

J effects of photographic film using conventional emulsion creation techniques ,

1 
let’ ‘~~ an unacce ptable amoun t of f i lm chargi ng as a consequence of ex posure

-1 to the electron beam~ This led to the development of films by Eastman Kodak

I in the U.S.A. and Ilford in England that had a conductive layer underneath

the emulsion . This conductive layer precludes the build-up of charge as the

el ectron beam writes the image across the format.

At the present time, the primary product availabl e to users in the

U.S.A. of this type of photographic film is Eastman Kodak’s type 50-219 film.

Its 0 log E characteristics are given in Figure 2-1 . This film is characterized

by a reasonably high speed and an extremely fine grain structure. Thi s film

has been used successfully for several years in high resolution , high geometric

f idel ity electron beam record i ng.

r
*Sj lver halide emulsion Is conductive at 50% R.H., but Is non-conductive at
0% R.H. (vacuum condition); the conductivity of the underlying coating
approximates the nominal emulsion conductivity at 50% R.H.
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FIGURE 2-1

D-Log E CHARACTERISTICS OF KODAK
DIRECT ELECTRON RECORDING FILM , TYPE SO-2l9
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Most users of electron sensitive film have been made aware , t’y the

manufacturer , Eastman Kodak , that the availability of SO-2l 9 film may be

ended within the next twelve months* . The potential non-availability relates

to the planned demol ition of a building at Eastman Kodak in Rochester , New

York which houses the specialized equipment used for applying the conductive

undercoat to the Estar base. Due to the low throughput of this product ,

Eastman Kodak does not intend to re-establish the production facility elsewhere.

An alternate film has been available for some time . Its designation is S0-438.

It is a faster film, although possessing a larger grain size than S0-2l9 ,

but the most important difference is the lack of the conductive coating under

the emulsion . Experimental resul ts have shown that the accumulation of

charge on the emulsion of S0-438 can result in both geometric distortions and

reduction of electron beam penetration into the emulsion which yields a

reduction in film density for a given beam current del ivered to the fi lm

plane.

*t4ost recently, Eastma n Kodak has ensured its users that conductive film will
continue to be available. The discussion of non-conductive film has been
presented for a more complete picture of the nature of electron beam/film
interactions.
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An understanding of the charging mechanism may be gained by con-

sidering the film to be a series of tiny capacitors, each represen ting a

data cell. In a system in which S0-438 film will be used , it is important

to utilize a backing plate in the film plane which is completely continuous.

Thi s wil l resul t in the presen tation to the elec tron beam of a un iform

capacitance to ground by the film as a large array of capacitors. The effect

of a non-unifo rm capacitance to ground has been experimentally observed in

film platens which had vent holes drilled in them. In thi s case, a non-uniform

ca pac itance to groun d is presented and the outl ine of the holes is clear ly

visible in the output film. In the region of a hole in the film platen , the

capacitance to ground will be decreased in proportion to the apparent film

thickness measured from the point of electron beam landing to the nearest

groun d pl ane . Thi s reduced capacitance wi l l  a l low the loca l area of the

non-conductive film to attain a higher potential as a result of electron beam

charging . The higher potential will result in beam repulsion and reduced

beam penetration , thus producing reduced film density .

When one considers that the greatest utility for the EBR micro-

form outputs in the context of pressplate making is through the use of

negative rather than positive images , th is effect can be cons idered ser iou s .

From the point of view of desiring to minimize the charge build-up on a frame

of electron sensitive film , one would conclude that the most desirable product

output would be a film positive. Consequently, photographic reversal processing

has been ex plo red an d successfull y demons trated.
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2 .1.6 .2  Proof Pl otting - Plotting proofs from digital data tapes is

1 a crucial operation, and one in which economies of both scale and material

J should be exploited . Serious consideration is being given to the utilization
- 

of the newly emerging electrostatic recording media for EBR proof plotting .

-- 2.1.6.3 Other Considerations - In the successful application of an

electron beam recording device in a production environment, cons iderat ion mus t

be given to operator safety as both high voltages in the electron acceleration

- - process and high temperatures in the vapor diffusion pump processes are present.

These issues are normally addressed by physical protection and safety inter-

- .  locks which preclude the operator from coming in contact with dangers, and

are less formidable than the hazards of home television receivers.
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Preventative maintenance of this type of equipment is a key 
-

consideration in its application in a production environment. There are

sever al known areas in whi ch preven tative ma intenan ce can dramatica lly 
-

enhance the utility and uptime of an electron beam recorder. These include

schedule d ma intenance for the vacuum system componen ts suc h as oi l chan ges -

in the oil vapor diffusion pumps , oil changes in the mechanical pumps , and

general system inspection and maintenance record keeping. Scheduled main- 
-

tenance repl acement of the thermionic electron source is another consideration. 
-

The electron source should be designed to be modular in fashion and require a -

minimum of downtime in reinstallation and realignment. --

2.2 TRANSFORMATION OF MICF~ F0RM GRAPHICS INTO CARTOGRAP HIC PRODUCTS -

Before describing in detail the techniques by which EBR output 
-

m icroform gra phi cs can be trans formed into cartogra ph ic produc ts, it is

useful to describe the present technique in which full scale graphics are -

utilized to produce pressplates and eventually press runs of cartographic

products.
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At the present time , in the production centers , the data base

can be a combi nation of textual survey data, photographic Information ,

dIgital records , and other forms of input . These are reviewed by analysts

and combined in a fashion suitable for a draftsman or engraver to prepare

base sheets and topographical overlays. The imposition of names r-nd data

has become reasonably automated with provisions made for a hierarchy in which

the most important data are placed with the greatest proximity to the feature

which they describe. The engraved and photoimposed separations are combined

and merged into large sheets of film which form the color separation r,~~atives

from which individual wipe-on diazo pressplates are contact exposed general ly

us ing carbon arc l ight sources.

Solid areas of various colors are produced by using conventional

photographic screening processes. DMA is currently in the process of

standardizing at 120 line per inch screens. Consideration has been given to

the capability of electron beam recording technology to produce “electron ic

screen ing”. This technique , while completely feasible, wi l l , in general ,

cause the design of an electron beam recording device that substantially

over-resolves the typical line weights used in order that it can accompl ish

high resolution screening. It will primarily be useful in products in which

the total number of data points across the maximum dimension fall substantially

short of the approximately 214 spot diameters presently considered feasible

for the electron beam recorder to support in a production environment.
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2.2.1 PROJECTION PLATEMAKING -

A number of approacht~s for making pressplates from various micro-

forms have been develo ped. Of these approaches , some have proven to be

mo re viab le than others .

The types investigated in this study fal l into three categories. 
j

They are : -

Projection Platemaking - -

Laser Pla temaking j
Ink Jet Methods

In the category of projection platemaking, three techn iques have -

received the most interest. These techniques are shown schematically in the

figure below :

r -— - - - —  -] 
-- Large Contact Exposej

A) I Data Base j—- M icroform Enlar ge Sheet Diazo
_________ — -5- --- Fi lm Pressplate

B) [pata_Base Mi crof orm}._[~~
__

~~~~~
}

~Pl ate

C) [~u .~i I  Microform1~_.t~lL~se
~k J_I

r
~
re5sPlate 

{~~slble

..~1
i - I
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The first technique , A, uses an intermediate image carrier. The
.5 

data base is used to generate a microform. This microform is then projected

onto a large sheet of film such that the projected image is the same size as

the desired pressplate image. The image is transferred from the film to the

- - diazo pressplate by direct, contact exposure of the plate .

The second techn ique , B, eliminates the need for the large area film

by imaging the mi croform directly onto the pressplate. In many cases, the
- - pressplate has been presensitized so that the amount of energy necessary to

expose a unit area of the plate is substantially reduced.

.• The th ird techn ique , C, is similar to B above in that light passing

through the microform is used to directly expose the pressplate. With this

technique, however , the light source is a laser and the microform, acting as a

spatial modulator , is scanned rather than flooded.

2.2.1.1 Materials Available - Many types of pressplate materials are

currently available. Some of these are comonly used wi th projection

techniques similar to A and B above. Other materials were, or are , being

developed for use with laser projection systems like C above and with

laser platemaking systems (see Section 2.2.2). It Is not necessarily valid to

assume that pressplates used with non-laser systems can be used, to any degree

of success, with laser systems. The short “dwell time” of the light spot on

a given picture element and the line overlap inherent In laser systems present
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a un ique set of exposure conditions to the pressplate material. For the

qual itative analysis that fol l ows, the reverse assum pti on , however , will be

made, i.e., that presspl ate materials designed for laser systems will exhibit

similar characteristics when used in a projection (non—laser) system.

Some typical pl ate materials are presented in Tabl e 2-2. Al so

presented are the exposure characteristics of these pl ates. While only a

small fraction of the materials available are shown in this figure, the

exposure and spectral characteristics of these materials are representative

of what is ava i lable , an d descr ibe the bounds of requ i red exposure va l ues.

r
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TABLE 2-2

I L EXPOSURE CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL PRESSPLATE MATERIALS

- - Product Typical Exposure Spectral
Manufacturer Name Required (Joules/cm2) Sensitivity

- 
~~
‘. (1)GAF Corp. Ozachrome “.. 1 U.V.

- ~
2
~Richardson S-85, S-160 0.1 320 - 420 nm

Anonymous Experimental 0.1 ZR
Laser A

Kodak KRL-X 3 x 10 2 
“~ 360 nm

~2~Horizons - Experimental (15—20) x lO~~ U.V. - 360 nm
• - Resist

~
2
~3M Experimental (5-20) x lO~~ U.V. and/or

- ; - 
Laser Visible

~2~Western Litho Litho Laser 10 3 
~~~ble

(2)Anonymous Experimental 1 x lO~~ U.V. and/or
- Laser B Visible

- 

(2)~~ Pyro-fax 2.5 x io .6 
Unavai lable

Coulter KC-Fllm 5 x lO~ Visible

¶ I

( 1) Bader ,T.R. , InvestigatIon of Cartographic Presspl ate Recording from Digital
Data , Harris Corporation Electronic Systems Division, Contract Report on

- 

Contract DAAG53-76—C-0021 .

(2) Kel ly, Stephen, Digital Data to Pressplate Study, Technical Report, Mead
- 

Technology Laboratories, Final Contractor Report on Contract I~ AG53—76—C-O022.

- . 5  
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2.2.1.2 Non-Laser Projection Systems - A typical non-laser

projection system is presented schematically in Figure 2-2. As shown

in this figure , light from a high intensity source is collected and directed

toward the EBR film plane through the use of parabol ic and/or spher ical

mirrors. Prior to reaching the object plane , the l igh t may pass through a

series of dichroic mirrors and/or specially designed fil ters. The pur-

pose of these elements is to remove that spectral portion of the light that

does not match the spectral sensitivity of the plate or film being exposed.

These elements thus serve to reduce the amount of film heating associated with

the exposure process. The remaining portion of the light is then passed

through beam shaping optics (condenser lens , etc.) and directed onto the EBR

film. This light is thus used to project the film image through the use of

projection optics onto the plate or film being exposed.

Of interest in analyzing such a projection systems is the relation-

ship between the required exposure of the “plate” plane , the amount of energy

loss at the EBR film plane (film heating), and the requ ired power of the

light source. To establish these relationships , a mathematical model for

this type of projection system was developed and is derived in Appendix A.

The mathematical expressions for the signal , S, at the plate plane , the

avera ge i rra di ance , T’, at the plate plane , and the irradiance , I, at the 5-

film plane are presented below. S(K’) is used for the signal term to denote

signal as a function of spatial frequency in the image (plate) plane.
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FIGURE 2— 2

NON LASER PROJECTION SYSTEM
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0

T’ C P x f ~~ R (A)Rd (x ) tf (x)t (A ) - t  (x)t (x)P dx 2S(K ’ ) = 
p p p ° 

2 
t b f p A (watts/cm )

AM

I’ = 

C~P~x I Rr(A)R d(A)tft(X)tb(A)tf(A)tp
( A )P A dA (watts/cm 2)

2AM

= ~p
X ~ 

Rr(A)Rd(A)tft(X)tb(A)PAdA (wa tts/cm2)

where -
~~~~~~

= Peak monochromatic output power of light source (watts)
= Relat ive output power of lig ht source

x = “avelen gt~ (!~)
x = Collection effi ciency of refl ectors
Rr(A) = Reflection coefficient of reflectors

Rd(x) 
= Reflection coefficient of dichroic mi rror

tft(x) 
= Transmission coefficient of filters

tb(A ) = Transmi ssion coefficient of beam shaping optics
tf(A) = Transmission coefficient of film (base + fog)
t~(x) = Transmission coefficient of projection optics

C = Collection efficiency of proj ection optics
A = I l l um ina ted area at fi lm plane (cm )
M = Linear magnifi cation ratio 

—

= Spatial response (MTF) of projection optics (line pairs / rn)

= Modula ti on assoc i ated with f i lm contrast
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For a given required exposure (joules/cm 2) ,  dictated by the

characteristics of the chosen plate or film , a certain amount of energy

will be absorbed by the EBR film. The magnitude of this energy, along with the

effectiveness of a given film cooling approach will determine the extent

to which the film will expand during the exposure process. The amount of

film expansion is of concern since it can lead to unacceptable line-broadening

and dimensional distortion on the pl ate or film. This concern can, in turn ,

infl uence such factors as pla te or f il m selection and ex posure time for a

fixed exposure.

The results of film expansion due to heating will be very sl ightly

ameliorated by a film shrinkage which will occur simultaneously with the

initial film heating. This effect is produced by the reduction in moisture

content of the film which is expected to accompany the film heating. In

general , however, the magnitude of the moisture content change will be far

less than the magnitude of the temperature change. Considering tI’e similarity

of the expansion and contraction coefficients invol ved for temperature and

humidity changes, the effect of chan ges in moisture content have not been

Included in the first order analysis presented in the fol lowing paragraphs.
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2.2.1.2.1 Intermediate Image Carrier Proj ection Systems - As discussed

in Section 2.2.1 above, the Intermediate Image Carrier approach uses the

projected image from the EBR film to expose a large sheet of film. This

exposed film is then used to contact expose the printing plate. This

approach is undesirable from the standpoint that it adds an extra step Into

the overall process and uses up large quantities of photographic film. How-

ever , from the standpoint of EBR film heating and expansion , the small amount

of total energy required to expose the film makes this approach quite at-

tractive. For example , the typical exposure requirements for photographic ]
fi lm is of the order of 10 ergs/cm2. Even assuming no cool ing of the EBR

f i lm dur ing the exposure process , the estimated increase in f i lm temperature

would be only 0.1 °F. This , in turn , would correspond to a maximum Increase

in film dimension of 0.01 mils in the 8” direction. Expansion of the large

area film during contact exposing of the printing plate is also of little

concern. Wh ile much greater energy densities are required for the subsequent

exposure of the pl ate (as much as 1 joule/cm2), the film is in direct contact

with the pl ate. This serves two advantages. First, the pl ate serves as a

type of “heat sink” to minimize the temperature Increases. Second, any

expans ion of the f i lm due to an increase in i ts temperature i s partiall y j
compensated for by a corresponding expansion of the plate itself.

I
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2.2.1.2.2 UV Projection Systems - A number of UV projection systems are,

or have been , on the market. These systems are designed to expose plates

directly, that is , without the use of an intermediate image carrier. These

systems generally fit the configuration shown schematically in the figure

presented in Section 2.2.1.2 and can be represented by the generalized mathe-

matical model presented in that section. One such system has been developed

by Latady Instruments*. Two variations of this system are presented below

for the purpose of illustrating the potential problems that are associated

with such a design .

In the first design , the light source is a 3500 watt Hanovia mercury-

xenon arc lamp. A rear reflector is used to collect and project the light

from the rear of the arc to the condensing lenses. A specially designed ,

three-element quartz condensing lens gathers the light and corrects for cosine

fallout .

— 
_ The projected light then passes through a specially prepared Schott

KG— i heat absorbing glass and a Schott BG—37 red absorbing glass. The

fil tered light , now predominantly UV and viol et-blue Is projected onto the

- - film plane where, through the use of a specifically designed UV pl anar lens,

it is used to project the film Image onto the pressplate. With this system,

up to llX linear magnification of 70 mm film chips can be achieved.

As discussed earlier, film heating Is of concern in such a system.

This concern is dramatically illustrated in Figure 2-3 . In this figure,

the increase In film temperature and corresponding line broadening or smear is

*Latady Ins truments Incor porated , Hingham, Massachusetts.
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presented as a function of required plate exposure for a no film cooling

condition. These curves were generated using the model developed in Appendix A

and makin g the assumpt ion tha t the system can be mod ifi ed to handl e the 5” x

8” fi lm from the cartograph ic EBR. Two other factors were var ied parametr ical ly

in th is anal ysis -- the type of l ight source used and whether the EBR fi lm

image is a positive (mostly transparent) or a negative (mostly absorbing).

This analysis is not intended to suggest that film temperature of

these magn itudes will actually be achieved. Sophisticated film cooling

techniques can and have been employed to remove much of the heat from the film.

However , the anal ysis does po int out that, unless very sens it ive presspla te

mater ials and/or lower magn if icat ions are used , cool ing techn iques that remove

even as much as 80% of the heat generated in the film are still inadequate to

- - prevent unacceptable line broadening especially when film negatives are being

used. The upper bounds of the film temperature shown in Figures 2-3 through

2-5 are not achievable in operation ; they are shown primarily to emphasize

the large rate of heat transfer which will be required from a film cooling

system.
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While not di rectly related to film heating , an estimate, using the

mathematical model , of the energy absorbed by the heat absorbing glass and

red absorbing glass points out the demands that must be placed on the cooling

units for these elements. For instance , for a modest 0.1 joule/cm2 plate -
~

ex posure requ iremen t, the amount of energy absorbed by each of these elements 
-

is: 
-

Heat absorbing glass, mercury-xenon source: 110,000 joules 
-‘

Heat absorbing glass , mercury source: 32,000 joules —

Red absorbing glass , mercury-xenon source: 19,000 joules

Red absorbing glass, mercury source : 20,000 joules

The va l ues used for the var ious model parameters in obta i n i ng

these energy values are presented along with the model in Appendix A. 
-~~

The secon d des ign used by Latady Ins trume nts rep l aces the hea t

absorbi ng and red absorbing glasses with a dichroic mi rror. This mirror

is designed to reflect the 250 to 450 nanometer portion of the spectrum and - -

transmit all longer wavelengths. This approach has the advantage that the

removal of the spectral portion of the l igh t that does not match the spectra l

sensitivity of the plate is achieved not through absorption , but through the

use of selective transmission and reflection . In addition , the dichroic 
-

mirror is more efficient than the absorbing glasses in removing the longer

wavelength portion of the light from the film pl ane. However, the dichroic -

mirror selected in this particular case passes light in the --

250-300 nm , as well as in the 300—450 nm, region. These wave leng ths are

almost compl etely absorbed by the film and add only to film heating , not to

the pl ate exposure process. The result is that, while the cooling requirements -

for the elements between the light source and film gate are substantially

reduced, the demands on any film cooling technique are still formidable. This -

fact can be seen in Figure 2-4 . The graphs presented in the figure are 
-

the result of repeating the film heating analysis discussed above, but thi s

time substituting the dichrolc mi rror for the absorbers.
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A second disadvantage of the Latady system and of any UV projection

system in general is that all of the optical elements of a transmission type

must be made out of quartz in order to allow transmission of the liv portion of J
the spectrum. This requirement greatly adds to the cost of manufacturing such —

systems. In addition to the cost element invol ved in quartz optics , there are

upper limits for the aperture of refractive elements which can be manufactured

from quartz. Above aperture sizes in the 10” to 12” area , it becomes extremely

difficult to produce blanks for optical element manufacture which are free

from bubbles , stones , and other defects whi ch wou ld render a refracti ve

element inadequate .

2.2.1.2.3 Visible Light Projection Systems - Visible light projection

systems are similar to the UV systems described above in that they are also

designed to expose plates directly. As in the case of the UV systems, these

systems al so generally fit the configuration shown schematical ly in the

figure presented in Section 2.2.1.2, and can be represen ted by the general ized

mathematical model presented in that section.
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One vi sibl e 1i~ht system which has received much attention is made

by Opti_Copy*. This system is able to project film images having up to
— .L 8-1/2” x 11” fo rmats to a magnification of lOX . The Opti—Copy system,as well as

any of the other visible light projection systems, has at least two advantages

over liv systems. First , they do not requ i re the use of expensive quartz optics.

1 Second, the transmission coeffic ient of the film is substantially higher In

the visible portion of the spectrum. While this increase in film transmission
.1. leads to a reduction in the amount of film heating that will occur during a

plate exposure , the amount of energy absorbed by the film is still very large .

This can be seen in Figure 2-5 where maximum increase in film temperature and

resultant line smear are presented as a function of plate exposure for

visible light systems.

Several Opti-Copy systems were observed by the authors . The

systems appear to be extremely wel l designed and are rugged and stable
54 4

in optical alignment . Unfortunately, virtually all of the performance

observations that have been made on this type of equipment are largely

L subjective in nature . It was the authors’ observation that the Opti-Copy

-. projector operating at blow-back magnifications of up to lOX produced extremely

sharp line edge gradients and yielded acceptable geometric fidelity over very

lar ge formats. Th is statement, however, is completely subjective. It would

- .  appear of val ue to the Defense Mapping Agency to perform engineering tests

using standard test patterns whi ch woul d quantify the Opti-Copy projector

modulation transfer function and geometric fidelity over large format areas.

S

*Opt-f ..Copy, Inc., North Kansas City, Missouri
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2.2.1.3 laser Projection Systems - A unique laser projection system,

developed at Eli , is illustrated schematically in Figure 2-6 . The uniqueness

of this system is found in the scanning system and obj ective lens combination

wh ich result in the requirement for an objective lens of substantially smaller

I aperture than would be required in a conventional projection system. As

- shown in this figure , a l ight beam from the laser is passed through beam-

shaping optics and di rected toward an X-Y scanning system. The scanning system,

which may be a set of orthogonal galvanometer mi rrors, sweeps the light beam

across the surface of a lens (lens #1) which , in turn , directs the beam to the

film plane. In this way, the laser beam scans the surface of the film. As

- ‘ - each element of the film is illuminated , that element is projected by the

-v  projection optics onto the presspl ate material . It should be noted that
- this type of system does not work in the same way as laser scanning systems

(see Section 2.2.2). That is , the light beam need not be focused into a

smal l spot at either the film or plate pl ane. The EBR film , i l lum inated by

the laser beam, serves as a spatial modulator and, as in the cases of the other

projection systems discussed , its image is simply “projected” onto the
- pressplate.
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LASER PROJECTION SYSTEM (Eli)
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Parallelling the analysis of the other projection systems , the

relationships between the required exposure at the plate plane , the amoun t of

energy loss at the EBR film plane , and the requ i red power of the l igh t source ,

are of interest in analyzing a laser projection system. Therefore , a

-- mathematical mode l for this type of system was also developed and is drived

in Appendix A . The expression for the signal , S, at the plate plane , the

~. 

~ average i rrad iance , T’ , at the plate plane , and the irradlance, I, at

the film plane are presented below :

M0 T~~’C~ .~~~ 
tb (Al ) R g(A i )tLl (Ai)tf(A i )tp(Ai )P(A I) 2

— —
~~~~~~

--~--~ - 5 ( K’ )  = 2 (watts/cm )
AM

Cp 
1

Z

1 

tb i g i )tL l i )tf i )tp i ~~~ i) 2I’ — 

2 (watts/ cm )
2AM

n
E tb (A i )R

9
(Ai )til(x i )P( A i) 2

= 
i-l 

A (watts/cm )

— 5 1 —

~ 
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where

= laser output power at wavelength x~ (wa tts)

A .  = wavelength (nm) j
tb (A

1
) = transmission coefficient of beam shaping optics

~9 
(
~~

) = reflection coeffic ient of the galv anometer m i rrors

t11(A 1) 
= transmission coefficient of lens #1

tf(xi
) = transm ission coeff icient of f i lm

t~(A~) = transmission coefficient of projection optics

C = collection efficiency of projection optics

— A = area of laser beam spot at film plane (cm 2) }
M = linear magnification ratio

-r ‘ = spatial response (MTF) of projection optics
(referred to plate plane)

M = modula tion assoc iated wi th f i lm contrast

By making numerical substitutions into this model , an estimate of

film heating under a “no film cool ing” condition was also made. The results of

th i s  ana lys is  are presented in Figure 2-7 . It will be noted that , compa red

to other projection systems, the amount of film heating using this type of

system is substantial ly less. This is primarily due to the assumption that

the collimated nature of the laser beam gives the projection lens a much higher

collection efficiency. While substantially less , the amount of heat absorbed

by the film can still be sufficiently high to require the use of film cooling

techniques.
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2.2.2 LASER PLAT EMAKING

Besides projection platemaking , another approach is laser plate- [
making. This technique is shown in the block diagram below. As in the

projection approach , the data base is used to generate a hard copy image on

a microform . In this case , however, the microform is scanned with a h igh

reso l ution laser scanner. In thi s way, an electrical (video) signal cor-

responding to the microform image is generated. This signal , in turn, is

used to modulate the intensity of a much larger laser which is scanning

(writing), synchronously, across the surface of a pressplate .

f

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I:
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The scanning out/writing-in portion of this technique is presented

I in more detail in Figure 2-8 . As can be seen from this figure, scanning

out of the mi croform image is accomplished in much the same way as it is done
- I in the laser projection system. The principal difference is that here all

of the light passing through the microform is collected and imaged onto a

I photomultipl ier tube (PMT). Thus, unlike the projection system, all information

I as to where the light was transmitted on the microform is lost. Consequently, —

to reta in t he informa tion content of the microform , a very small light spot

I (a fraction of the size of the smallest detail to be resolved) must be used.

To achieve this small spot over the entire microform surface , sophisticated

J- optics are necessary. A similar requirement applies to the area of the spot

T being used to expose the pressplate. It, too, must be a fraction of the size

of the smallest detail to be resolved on the pressplate.

The basic components of the “write-in” portion of the system are

simi l ar to the “scanning out” portion . The main difference is that the high

energy laser in this portion of the system is modul ated by the video signal

from the PMT.

A mathematical model for a laser platemaker is derived, al ong with
S.

the other models , in Appendix A - The expressions for the parameters of

interest are presented below .

1— Ii
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LASER PLATEMAKING SYSTEM
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(A

i
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p
(A

i
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2
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I’ = 
2A (watts/cm )

2
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S(K) = tLl MoGmSp i=l 
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—
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E tk (A .)t (x.)-t (x.)P(x.)
i—l U 1 g 1 11 1 1 2I = A (watts/cm )

— -

where the terms are defi ned in Section 2.2.1.3 and below :

S(K) = signal out of the scanner (amps)

t
m
(A i ) 

= transm ission of modula tor in “on ” mode

I ~~ A2 
= area of “write-in ” laser spot (cm 2)

a (A
1
) = rel ative photocathode response

= transmission of collecting lens

S
~ 

= peak monochromatic photocathode response (amps/watt)

Gm 
= PMT mult ip l ier ga in

- 
M0 

= modulation associated with film contrast

rLl = spatial response (MTF) of lens #1 (referred to film plane)

A1 
= area of “scanning out” laser spot (cm2)
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The principal advantage of this type of system over the projection

systems is that an insignificant amount of energy is absorbed by the

mi croform during the scanning out process. The amount of power in the

light beam scanning the microform need only be large enough to generate a

video signal having an associated signal-to-noi se ratio greater than about

10:1. Such a signal characteristic can generally be real i zed using low

noise lasers in the 5-20 milliwatt range.

On the other hand , systems of this type tend to be considerably

more complex . In essence, these systems are comprised of two scanners

instead of one. Therefore, two lasers and a duplication in some of the optics

are needed. Al so, in order to maintain the small scanning spot over the

enti re surface of the r~icroform , precise alignment of the optics must

constantly be maintained.

A second disadvantage of this type of system is the fact that it

exposes the presspl ate on an element-by-element , line-by-line basis. This is

in contrast to a projection system which exposes either the entire pl ate or,

in the case of a laser projection system, at least many el ements simultaneously.

Depending upon the power of the write-in laser , this serial method of plate

exposure can lead to very long exposure times. This fact is shown graphically

in Figure 2-9 - In this figure, the ex posure time versus laser power is

pl otted for a series of pressplate materials. These pl ots were obtained using
•5 /
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the mathematical model developed in Appendix A , assuming a good spectral

match between the laser and plate material , and assuming a 44” x 60” plate

format. Also shown in this figure -is the data (bit) rate and line rate

corresponding to a given exposure time (defining a “line ” to be in the 44”

directi on). The ran ge of l ine rates presen ted does not take into accoun t

the “real world” limi tations of galvanometer type scanners . Using typical

va l ues for the rotary i ner tia of the scann ing mi rro rs, the associated line

rates are generally less than 1000 lines/sec . To obtain higher rates, multi -

faceted spinning mi rrors or drum type recording systems are generally used .

Figure 2-9 was developed using a graphic data cell size on the press

plate of 2 mils square. No oversampling was considered . If a smaller data

cel l such as 1 mil square were to be used , the time variant factors on the

ordinate would be shifted by a factor of 4X (longer exposure times, higher

data and line rates required).

2.2.2 . 1 UV Systems - The term “LJY” in this context applies to the

type of laser used in the write-in (pressplate exposure) process only. These

systems generally use high powered argon lasers having specially coated mirrors

with high reflectivity in the UV and high absorption in the visible. While

yielding a spectral output in the UV , these mirrors absorb much of the output

power of the laser. Consequently, the power of the laser is typically

reduce d to less than five percen t of its rated va l ue.

The pr i nc ipal advan tagesof a UV system over v i sible an d infrared

systems are first, its spectral compatibility with many existing pressplate

materials and secondl y, the greater “depth of focus” that can be realized

for a given write-in spot size. (As a consequence of the l aws of physical

diffraction , a higher focal ratio (f/no.) can be used with a shorter wave-

length light su~irce to achieve a given spot size; the depth of focus is

proportional to the square of the focal ratio.)
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The principal disadvantage of a IJV system is that argon lasers,

at the present time , are not as stable and re li able as some of the lasers

tha t can be use d in v isib le an d IR systems . Consequen tly, greater

maintenance and repair efforts may be associated with such a system.

Among the LIV las er scann ing systems curre ntly on the market i s one

manufactured by EOCOM Corpora tion* calle d LASERITE TM . However , this system,

designed primarily for the newspaper industry, scans out paste-ups rather

than film. A small hel ium-neon laser is used in the scanning-out process.

Their particular des ign allows much of the optics to be shared by both the

hel ium-neon and UV (argon) lasers. This approach, therefore, reduces the

complexity of this system and minimizes the alignment procedures. In addition ,

--  each laser scans only in one direction (e.g., across the page). Scanning in

the other direction is achieved by moving the paste-up and pressplate under

the scanning beam. This method of scanning further reduces the complexity

of the system.

2.2.2.2 Visibl e Light Systems - The major advantage of visible light

systems is that the lasers availa bl e for such systems are generall y more

stable and reliable that UV lasers. Thus, these systems, when compared to UV

systems , should require less ma intenance and repa i r.

The major disadvantages are smaller depth-of-focus and a smaller

selection of pressplate materials that are spectrally compatible with visible

light systems.

*
EOCOM Corpo ration , Irvine , Cal i forn ia
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2.3 DMA PRODUC TS

The product mix of the DMA production centers is extreme and is

a function of the output requirements of each of the individual centers. In

particular , the greatest divergence of product size mix occurs at the Hydro-

graphic and Aeronautical Centers. In both of these centers, there are a

series of frequently updated “book-like ” products which are of prime importance

— to their users. These products include such publ ications as notice to mariners,

light lists , and air information products (with the exception of en route

charts) .

At the present time , most of the book-like publications are produced

by typesetting machinery . It is quite conceivable , that the use of EBR

technol ogy as a form of electronic typesetting could significantly enhance

throughput . In such a system, a 35 mm EBR would be most useful . In this

film size, the publishing industry nas availabl e to it several high qual ity

platemaking devices such as equipment produced by Pagination Incorporated and

UMF Systems Incorporated. These systems allow for the step-and-repeat

pagination exposure of pressplates for a variety of computer-controlled

pagination arrangements.

The production of charts and maps certainly impose most of the

technical challenge in terms of master recorder resolution and recording

speed. Consideration has been given in this study to the wisdom of attempting

to exploit one technology as a master recording technology for such a wide

mix of products. The conclusions of these considerations and recoiTmiendations

for EBR technology exploitation are presented in Sections III and IV .
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2.4 SPECIFIC PRODUCT STUDIES

At the outset of the study program , DMA expressed speci f ic

interest in certain product areas. In addition to those product areas

specifi ed by DMA , additional areas of potential EBR applicability arose during

the conduct of the study. These product areas are discussed below.

2.4.1 COLOR SEPARATIONS

The majority of the map and chart products produced by the DMA

as a whole are 1:250,000 scale graphics called Joint Operations Graphics (JOG).

JOG size charts can read i ly be produce d from EBR microforms us ing an

optical magnification of the order of only 3.5:1 if a format such as the

5 x 8 inch cartographic EBR is used. Currently, JOG size products are printed

two up at DMATC. Two-up imposition on a single plate is easily accomplished

on available projection step and repeat equipment.

Ful l s ize separa tions , however , are not so simply handled . By “full

size ” color separa tions , we mean the max imum map or chart sizes intended for

production . In general , these are of the order of 48 inches by 72 inch sheet

sizes with image sizes only slightly less than the maximum sheet size. The

question of EBR applicability to the production of such large separations

hinges on the questions of product tolerance. We have proposed that the

master (color separation negative and/or pressplate) have dimensional fidelity

of one mil. For products of this accuracy requirement, the roughly 24,000 x

36,000 data points in the total graphic Image format would not allow for the
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use of a s i ngl e ERR frame to produce the en ti re color separa ti on. Suc h

separations will also doubtlessly impose virtually impossible optical per-

formance requ irements upon any projection system considered . In order to

produce lar ge co lor separa tions with two m il accuracy an d resolu tion , using

an EBR , it would appear to be required to break the data fi l es up into

portions which are sized to the resolving power of the EBR and subsequently

create the pressplates through two to four step-and-repeat exposures. This

type of step-and-repeat expose wi th the requirements for line merging is

clearl y a rel axa tion of the technolo gy deve loped to allow the use of CRT

printhead systems.

2.4.2 AUTOMATED AIR INFORMATION PRODUCTS SYSTEM

The A ir Information Department (AID) is a production department

forming an element of DMAAC . AID faces a relatively awesome task of the

production and updating of a large number of graphic products used for

worldwide aeronautical navigation. These products have a wide mix and include

the fol lowing major items:

1. Planning documents,

2. VFR and en route supplements ,

3. Airplane and seaplane stations of the world (ASSOTW),

-64-
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1
1 - 4. Arresting gear,

i 
- 5. En route charts , and

I 6. Instrument and approach procedures (lAP ’s) - for
termination and departure of airfields .

I These products have a wide ran ge of sizes with the instrument approach

procedures bei ng the smallest at five inches by eight inches and the en route

I charts being the largest at approximately twenty by fifty inches. One of the

most formidable requirements imposed upon AID is the very rapid update of this

cri tical information. Most of the documents require updates every fifty-six

(56) days, while some require twenty-eight (28) day updates. The reaction time

from input to A~ of new i nformation to the output of fully published updated

I documents is only some fourteen (14) days. Included in this relatively short

-
~~ period are: Analyst time to evaluate the updating information and preparation

of a corrected graphic , the manual drafting of corrected masters , creation of

photographic negatives , and finally, the imposition of multipl e negatives into

open frame negat ives for press pla te crea tion. Certa inl y, th i s production area

represents one of the most burdensome programs presently underway in the DMA.

-I

£
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At the present tim~, the DMA has issued a contract through the

Rome Air Development Center’ ( RADC ) to Synectics Corporation to produce a

pilot automated system to 5replace this burdensome manual operation. The

system consists of a formidable array of data processing hardware and software,

and will utilize an electron beam recorder as the computer output graphic

term inal .

The products to be produce d wi l l  uti l ize an EBR mi crofo rm gra phi c

and an optical projection system to produce a film sheet negative from which

a pressplate will be made by an outside contractor. The products to be

produced , the image size of the EBR microform graphic , an d the blowbac k

magnification which will be used are indicated in Table 2-3 . The accuracy

and resolution requirements for this program are such that in this application

the EBR will be i ntroduced into a production environment at performance

requirements wel l within its capabilities. This is completely in context wi th

the previously discussed (paragraph 2.1.6) derating of the performance para-

meters for a practical machine in a production environment as compared to the

theoretical limits of performance.

2.4.3 MANAGEMENT GRAPHICS

Mana gement gra phi cs are a DMATC product wh ich cons i st of:

1. Assessment graphics ,

2. Requirement graphics ,

3. Command requirement graphics , and

4. Catalog graphics .
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I TABLE 2-3

1 MIPS PRODUCTS

I EBR Image Blow—back
1 Product Size (inches) Magnification

Planning Document 4.0 x 6.0 2X

VFR & En Route Supplement 3.75 x 8.25 l.33X

I ASSOTW 4.0 x 6.50 2X

Arresting Gear 4.0 x 5.25 2X

1 En Route Charts 3.33 x 7.50 6X

- 

- 

- 

lAP ’s 5.0 x 8.0 lX

-J

I
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In general , these products are a large scale rendition of a

projection of either the entire world or one of twenty regional portions of

the world. Both are produced on JOG size sheets (22_ l/2 11 by 29”) with the

fu l l  worl d dep ict ion done at 35 mi l l ion to 1 scale, or regional scales

of 7 million to 1. Overlayed upon the depiction of the land and ocean masses,

is a relatively fine grid. This grid is used to depict,through various color

coding or annotation schemes, information which is bas ica l ly  “demographic ”

in nature. The production of these graphics is highly repetitious and the

proofing operations are quite expensive. At the present time , proofing may

be as complex as a proof press run of some 100 copies , followed by distribution

to field centers for accuracy veri fication.

It woul d appear feas ible to uti l ize the EBR for the rather repetiti ve }
preparation of the base charts and for the imposition of the existing digital

data base to depict the demographic type information. Furthermore, consider-

ation has been given to the direct utility of mi croform graphics at the EBR

output scale. In this case, the press proof run woul d consist of contact

exposure duplication of the EBR graphic (all color separations combined) and

the transmission to proofing sites of a small graph ic. Obv iousl y, the

proofi ng operation would require the use of an optical viewer such as a standard

m icrofiche v iewer. The accuracy , resolut ion , an d scale of these produc ts

suggest that the mi croform graphic could easily be done in standard mi crofiche

format and the proofing could be done using a microfiche reader which would

resolve a number of contiguous grid segments.
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1 2.4.4 EBR PROJ ECTION PRODUCTS

- 1 EBR output can be configured to be useful for projection graphics

such as used In conunand and control briefing situations and in radar land

1 mass simulations. In both appl ications , the utilization of 35 nun film

I 
would appear to be the appropriate recording medium for standard projection

systems.

The use of EBR graphics for such proj ection applications can

simplify the displ ay systems when compared wi th a digital ly driven soft

display utilizing a high resolution CR1. In addition, the wide dynamic

range of the EBR can be exploited in an optical projection system which does

not encounter the gray scal e limi tations of a cathode ray tube displ ay system.

- .4 1
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2.5 OTHER APPLICATIONS

The utility of the EBR technol ogy has been assessed for applications

that are outside of the production of cartographic output in the strict

sense , but which have applicability to any production environment in which -

vast amounts of data must be manipul ated and in which continuous tone infor- - -

mation (photographic imagery) are utilized.

2.5.1 DATA BASE RECORDER

The EBR is certainly applicable to computer output microform data

generation. It can be operated within the context of microfiche output in - -

whi ch case , the already developed and availabl e to industry array of film

handling and peripheral equipments are applicable. 
-

-

At each of its production centers, the DMA is storing data bases -

that are truly formidable in size. At the Topographic Center for instance ,

there are presently in storage some three mi ll ion color separa tion negatives . 
-

The information of that number of col or separat ion negatives can eas i ly 1
represent a total stored data base of some io15 bits. As time progresses , -

the data base is certainly not going to contract , and will probably have sub-

stantial pressures for expansion . The facility requirements for the recording,

search an d retr ieval for such a l arge data base i s a substan tial under taki n g .

It is presently accomplished In relatively “brute force ” fashion by physically

large f il ing systems . In the near term , one can see the convers ion of th i s
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data base to a strictly digital form in which case voluminous amounts of

magnetic tape storage would be required .

EBR microform graphics can be used as a highly efficient analog

storage medi um for arch ival data. The technology is also appl icabl e to

direct digital recording in which the very high packing density,which is

achievable through the combination of the high resolution electron beam and

the fine grained electron sensitive film , is utilized.

In either case, the utilization of the EBR as an archival data

recorder must address the question of information retrieval . Figure 2-10

illustrates a design concept which would allow for the adaptation of the EBR

as a scanning device in addition to its recording function . In the figure,

a second electron focal plane is illustrated in between the electron source

and the nominal film pl ane. This focal plane is extremely close to the

nominal fi lm plane , and is equipped with a high resolution phosphor. With the

appropriate adjustment in focus field strength, the electron beam would be

scanned in either raster fashion or following a data bl ock pattern over the

phosphor creating a light spot which would be of constant intensity subse-

quently modulated by the density in the previously exposed and processed film.

The l ight transmitted through the photographic film would be collected and

detected by a electronic detector spectrally matched to the output of the

phosphor .
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A variation on this process has been produced by RADC and Ampex

Corporation in which the function of the separate phosphor is provided by

a scintillation l ayer in the film emulsion. This is also a viable technique ,

but requires very substantial beam current to excite the scintillation layer.

Normal ly, the beam curren t requ i rements are such tha t EBR fi l amen t l ife of

cons iderabl y less than 1,000 hours i s encoun tered . As a consequence of the

short filament life , this is not the recommended technique for EBR readout.

2.5.2 CONTINUOUS TONE PRODUCTS

As discussed in Section I, many of the initial applicati ons of

EBR technology were found in the recording of satellite imagery. Figure 2-11

shows the transfer characteri stics from a video signal to an output of

an EBR. As seen in the figure, tonal control is available from a Dmin
(base plus fog) of 0.1 to a of the order of 2.1 to 2.4. Beam intensity

can be cor’trol l ed in either a linear or logarithmic fashion which can , 
-

Droduce “gamma correction ” to yield output imagery whi ch is either

l inear ly or logar ithm icall y propor tional to ex posure .

In genera l , the artifacts normally associated with mechanical

scanning are substantially reduced in a high resolution EBR. Normally,

the EBR has resolu tion su perior ( in terms of num ber of TV l ines per frame)

to the sensor whose out put it is record ing . In suc h cases , the EBR is

normal ly use d in a “spot wobb le mode ” in wh ich the character istic arti facts

of l ine scanning are virtually obl iterated. In the image recording mode,

the excel l ent dc restora tion charac ter istics of the EBR can be ma i ntained
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EBR SIGNAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
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by sampl i ng beam current on a once per line basis just outside of the format

of the raster scan. This enhances overall tonal control and gives an

absolu te “black reference”.

For appl i cations in which the sensitometric performance of the

I EBR an d record i ng fi lm are importan t for su bsequen t anal ysi s, we l l contro l led

sens itometr ic test wedges can be imposed on lea ders an d tra il ers of EBR fi lm

I to ensure that photoprocessing variables , which may occur after EBR recording ,

can be adequately interpreted.

2.6 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

I
In the genera tion of press pla tes , the costs associated with large

j sheet film are very signifi cant. Film cost today is of the order of $0.70 per

1 
square foot to the large user. It is anticipated that the continued develop-

ments i n “projection speed” plates will result in an even cost trade-off wi th

wipe-on diazo in the near future.

The produc t cost of lar ge sheet f i lm , however , is only a portion of

the economic story. Film pre—exposure storage, conditioning, handling ,

processing facilities , and post-exposure storage all represent significant

factors that enter into the operating and facility costs of a printing operation .

Among the special requirements pertinent to film storage are:

light-tight environment (pre-exposure processing),

controlled temperature and humidity ,

cutting flat form sheets from large rools in the dark
env i ronmen t, and

flat form storage both pre and post exposure.
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Projection platemaking has substantial economic merit compared to manual

imposition and contact exposure at full plate scale. A high quality projection

system can cost from $20,000 to $100,000 depending on the optical performance

characteristics and system l evel compl exity ; “al l-up ” projection pagination

systems can range from $200,000 to $400,000 when computer controls and precise

step-and-repeat drives are included . To make the statement, then, that

projection platemaking has economic merit , we must be able to demonstrate a

cost savings that results in a “pay-back” of the capital investment of the

projection platemaker in a period that is substantially shorter than the life

of the platemaker (whether life is l imited by wear—out or technological change).

Cons ider , for a quantitative example , the projection from a graphic

or 5-1/2 inch roll film of a plate with 2 up imposition of JOG size sheets.

Using an optical magnification of only 3.5, the film savings alone are a factor

of 24.5 due to the use of the microform image. This material savings is ap-

proximately $4.75 per 2 up plate , or an annual sav i ngs of nearl y $10,000 on the

basis of an estimated 2,000 such plates being produced per year. The savings

in facilities and space for the preparation and storage of plate sized negatives

are not accurately known , but they add substantial ly to the $10,000 savings .

On the basis of the above highly simplified cost consideration ,

it can be seen that the 2 up imposition of JOG size charts can readily offer

a 2 year pay back for the projection platemaker which for the modest 3.5X

magnification required will be at the lower cost boundary for such equipment

(approximately $20 to $25K).
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The utility of 35 nun microfilm with a commercial projection/

pagination platemaker such as the UMF Signamatic or the Pagination device

will be found in production centers with high throughput of smal l “book-like ”

- - - products. The Air Information Department of DMAAC is a prime candidate for

an in-depth analysis to consider the trade—offs of the substantial amounts

- of contract labor presently expended in FLIP production compared to the

— - 
capital expense of a 35 mm EBR microfilm recorder and a projector/paginator.
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I
SECTION I I I

I DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

I 3.0 GENERA L

I This section discusses the major technical issues analyzed in

Secti on II and draws conclus ions as to the most prom isi ng methods for
I future explo itation of electron beam recorder technolo gy in the context

of the DMA ’s m iss ion.

3.1 ELECTRON BEAM RECORDER PERFORMANCE

Wh ile great strides have been made in the growth of electron

1- optical display and recording devices from 525 TV lines home television

systems to present day electron beam recorders offering high quality per-

formance at resolu ti ons in excess of 10,000 TV lines per raster height , it

appears likely that gra ph ic arts qual ity performance in enlarged images

should be l imited to the range of 10,000 to 16,000 TV lines per raster height

for the foreseeable future. Note that this does not suggest that EBRs with

limiting resolution of 10,000 to 16,000 TV lines should be specified. In

fact, for acceptable edge acutance and especially for high resolution per-

formance in contin- -~us tone images, an MTF at the performance point required

(the 10,000 to 16,000 TV line frequency) should be specified to be approximately

.. 50%. This means that limiting resolution will be in the region of 25,000

-- to 40,000 TV lines per raster height.

- 

-

~~
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The testi ng of electron beam recorder systems shoul d be done

in both “stan d alone ” fashion in which the EBR is driven by internal test

pattern generators, and in a subsystem context in which the efficacy of

the transfer of digital data records and instructions are evaluated.

In the internal cal ib rat ion mode , it is important that machine —_

performance be evaluated in both the in-scan (horizontal) and cross-scan

(vertical ) di rections. To this end , calibration patterns which produce

rulings in both directions are required. These bi— di rectional patterns

will assure that the beam spot is appropriately aligned and is free from

astigmatism . They will also account for MTF loss due to sampl i ng. -

In subsystem tests, digital data records of comprehensive graphics -

suc h as the car togra phi c test standard are of great use in the process of -

determining the capability of the software/hardware system to cope wi th

the artifacts of difficult graphical plotting procedures. Such patterns as

concen tr ic ci rcles an d vector “star bursts ” have been particularl y usefu l 
J

in understanding the artifacts of data transformations and recording device

performance . - 1

i-i
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- 3.2 PLATEMAKING FROM MICROFORM IMAGES

- From a subjective standpoint, there are several projection

- systems available which are useful for the projection of EBR microform
-- images onto large sheet film and sensitive pressplate materials. In most

cases , however , these projection systems have been developed for the graphic

arts industry. Subjective evaluation of the quality is generally sufficient

for this industry ’s evaluation of suitable products for their needs. In

order to relate the technical performance capabilities of such projection

systems, it will be necessary to perform more quantitative engineering tests

with specific candidate projection systems. Two systems that come to mind

in this regard are the HLC projection system presently installed at USAETL

- - 
and the Opti-Copy line. Conventional tn bar test patterns could be projected

- . at various magnifi cations to establish the MTF vs. spatial frequency for

these projectors with magnifi cation as a family parameter. Geometric fidelity
- 

tests are also of great importance and can be accompl ished by projecting arrays

of geometric patterns in which the departures from perfect geometry are

readily measured. Such examples include square grids in which the differences

In diagonals can be measured to determine departure from absolute squares,

and circles in which elipticity can be determined.
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In terms of spectral response and sensitivity of candidate

pressplate materials , it seems that at the present time, the publ i shing

industry i s un der adequate pressure to spon taneousl y develop mater ials of

signifi cantly greater sensitivity and more panchromatic response than the

present day wi pe—on diazo plates . For this reason, the au thors have

conclu ded tha t the DMA ’s interests will best be served by maintaining close

contact with developers of these new and more sensitive materials. Continued

mi smatches of industry production size standards and DMA product requirements

are ex pected to con tinue. It may be warran ted , however , for the DMA centers

to introspectively assess what impact on product utility would be derived

from standardizing their maximum size products to industry wide maximum rol l

widths .

In the case of DMA produc ts whi ch are not charts or ma ps; namel y

those products previously referred to as “book like ” in nature, ser ious

consideration should be given to the development of a 35 mm EBR to be used for

both electronic typesetting and graphic generation . This type of system,in

concert with either a Pagination or IJMF platemaking system, coul d drama tical ly

increase product throughput for the quick response rapidly updated products

mentioned in Section 2.4. The utility of 35 mm EBR output is dramatically

enhanced by the spontaneous development by industry of mi crofilm projection

systems for this specifi c use.
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During discussions between the authors and several technical

representatives of the DMA production centers , considerable questions

were raised concerning the utility of EBR microform images as an intermediate

image carrier. Certainly, if the program to develop a direct pressplate

recording system, which will utilize as Its input a digita l data record

results in useful rel iable pressplate recording system hardware, the EBR

- microform utility may wel l be questioned. It can be argued that the

requirement for a high resolution scanner to retrieve what previously existed

as a digital data record is an unwarranted and unnecessary step In the press-

- 
pl atemaking process.

As previously stated, the utility of the EBR microform graphic is

- .  only assured if high qual ity projection systems are available. If such is

the case, the utility question will fall into the area of speed of production
- 

and throug hput requ i rements. The EBR technol ogy is capable of record in g

graphic images at rates greater than digital information can presently be

- transferred and used to control the el ectron beam recorder. Such will most

likely not be the case for laser platemakers. It is highly unlikely that a

laser platemaker will be able to produce a full size pressplate in anything

less than 30 minutes . The EBR, on the other hand , can expose a full frame of

- 
graphic data in tens of seconds. Even accounting for film processing time,

- - the combination of EBR exposure, photoprocessing, and subsequent projection

platemaking will have a far higher rate of throughput than a direct laser
- - pla temaker. In additi on , if one considers the availability of such high
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quality projection systems, the EBR m icroform images can be used to

perform a proofing operation . It appears feasible to superimpose EBR

graphics to create a projection proofing system. Thi s is a product area

in which further investigations should be considered. Finally, the

previously mentioned vast difference in EBR microform packing density when

compared wi th the volume of magnetic tape digital data records may at some

time in the future, if not already, be an important consideration. -
~~~

3.3 SPECIFIC PRODUCT STUDIES

One of the major impacts of studying the wide variety of DMA 
- -

products has been the raising of the concept of separating those vast number

of products which are large charts from the more routine bookl et publ ication

in terms of master recording technologies to be applied to each production

probl em. 
-

Because it is an active program with technol ogy appl ications

relevant to this study program , scrutiny has been afforded the Automated

Air Information Production System (AAIPS ) which is underway at the Defense

Mapping Agency Aeronautical Center. In this program , we find an example of -

the above mentioned concept . Of the six primary products to be produced -

I
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by this system, five are relatively small, and thei r image size areas range
- over a relatively small set of values. Only the en route charts depart

from this size range. At the ful l size product scale , the product image

area diagonal ranges from 9.43 inches for the flip chart instrument approach

- procedures to 14.4 inches for the planning documents. The average product
- 

~~
-‘ image area diagonal of these five products is 12.9 inches . This compares

- - with a diagonal of the image area of an en route chart of 49.2 inches or

some 4 times greater than that of the average of all of the other products.

This large di fference between product sizes pl aces substantial

cost-related design impacts on the cartographic output device intended to —

— 

- 
fulfill the requirements of each of these six products. As previously

discussed, a 35 mm el ectron beam recorder us ing conuner ical pagi nation equ ipment

would easily handle the five smaller products in this group. The above con-

siderations suggest that it woul d appear appropriate to reassess the overall

program requirements in the light of this examination of EBR and peripheral

equipment requirements.
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SECTION IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 
4.0 GENERAL

As a resul t of the technical issues raised during the conduct

of the study and the many discussions with DMA representatives at
-I-

Headquarters and at the three production centers , the fol lowing recommendations

are offered for DMA consideration . These reconiiiendations fol low the con-

clus ions di scussed in the prev ious section concern ing the prof itabl e

areas for exploitation of EBR technology in the Defense Mapping Agency .
-
—5-

— 4. 1 ELECTRON BEAM RECORDERS

- _. A program of continued experimentation with the cartographic

4 electron beam recorder at ETL , Ft. Belvoir , is recommended. Technical

i ssues that should be pursued in th i s exper imental program include fur ther

assessment of the total reso l ution an d accuracy charac ter istics wh ich

... 
should be sought from EBR technology especial ly in the light of the capa-

- -  bilities of optica l projection systems (see 4.2 below).

In order to assess performance at resolutions in excess of the

- 10,000 to 16,000 TV lines per raster height performance capabilities

considered routinely feasible by the authors, the wherewithal for generation

of a test pattern in wh ich the adverti sed max imum resolu tion of 32,768 by

20,480 picture elements In an 8” by 5” format should be generated.
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In the soon-to-be-accomplished final acceptance testing of the

cartographic EBR , additions should be made to the test plan. In particular ,

geometric fidelity should be studied by the examination of equality of

diagonals in square grid patterns rathern than by relying on overl ays which

demonstrate the congruity of the machine , bu t do no t assess true geometr ic
fidelity .

In addition , the internal test patterns should be modified or

software instructions should be generated to add to the testing patterns

lines perpendicular to the presently existing cross-scan lines (which are

always easier to resolve than in-scan lines). In this way, the effect of

the sampl ing MTF w i l l  be discerned .

It is further recommended that careful assessment of the edge

gradient produced by the combination of the six micron beam spot and SO-219

film be studied. It should be noted that analytically, the combination of

a 6 mi crometer gauss ian beam spot and the charac ter i stics (MTF an d D log E) of

SO-219 film do not yield a 1.0 density unit per mi crometer edge gradient as

specified for the cartographic EBR.
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4.2 PLATEMAK IN G

DMA is currently keeping abreast of many developments in new

materials for platemaking. It is recommended that this invol vement continue

and , in some areas, be enhanced through experimental evaluation of some of

the most prom i sin g new mater ials. In par ti cular , the K—C film developments

applied to th~ graphic arts industry appear to be most promising. It is

recommended that further experimentation with K-C films be implemented and

that the el ectron sensitivity of K-C film be determined. Of particular

interest for EBR technol ogy exploitation woul d be the examination of the

capabilities of an electron beam recorder to produce the pre-exposure

charging of the K-C film. This might be done with either a defocused recording

spot or with an aux i l iary sourc e of flood beam electrons.

As the primary question of EBR utility in the production of large

scale graphics hinges on the quality of projection enlargement systems, it

is recommended that state of the art graphic arts quality projection systems

be subjected to experimental evaluation. A relatively simpl e measurement

program is envisioned and it is recommended that both the HRC and the Opti-Copy

systems be evaluated for resolving power and geometric fidelity .
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4.3 SPECIFIC PRODUCT APPL ICATIONS

In order to produce large size color separations, it has been

determined that a step and repeat type of imposition projection will be

required . It is recomended that the step and repeat accuracies of available

imposition systems be evaluated in the context of the requ irements for line —

and text mergi ng of large charts.

For the production of JOG size charts, it is anticipated that the

optical projection quality of either the Opti-Copy or the HRC projector

combined with the already demonstrated capabilities of the cartographi c EBR

will suffice for the production of JOG size charts.

The AAIPS program, currently in the acquisition phase for a prototype

system, has been studied in reasonable detail. It is recommended , as a

result of this study, that the substantial size differences in the AID

products be re-examined with the possibility of producing a 35 mm EBR which

can use economically available step and repeat pagination projection systems

for all of the small products. A larger format EBR or an alternate technology

shoul d be investigated for the en route charts.

Management graphics currently exist in digital data files at the

Topographic Center. It appears that a relatively straightforward evaluation

program can be conducted at ETL with some of the Topographic Center data

files to determine the applicability of EBR technol ogy to the production

of management graphics. It is anticipated that this application will prove

to be virtually an ideal use of EBR technology.
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Projection products, as previously indicated, are most likely

• to have their greatest utility if they are formatted in consonance with

existing projection systems. This clearly suggests the production of

projection products such as radar land mass simulations and briefi ng material

using the 35 nun format. Experimental evaluations can be made by using the

35 mm capability of the cartographic EBR at ETL.

The utility of the EBR as a mass data store can be evaluated both

analytically and val idated experimentally. It is anticipated that the

high resolution, packing density, and good archival qualities of the electron

beam sensitive films will demonstrate that EBR technology is indeed a

viable candidate for a digital mass memory. Particular attention must ~e

paid , however, to the methods of data address encoding for the retrieval

portion of the information storage and retrieval mission .

The utility of the EBR for continuous tone imagery production has

been wel l established for years. It is recommended that in EBR applications

which are straight bl ack and white or color separation graphics , that EBR

complexity and cost be minimized by specifying only two density levels whi ch

woul d be widely separated. In programs in whi ch continuous tone imagery

will be a definite requirement, the wide dynamic range of the EBR can be

specified to be between 128 and 256 shades of gray.
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One final utility of EBR imagery appears to be projection proofing .

It is recommended that further study and considerati on be gi ven to the

utility of high quality rear screen projection for the proofing operation .
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j APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

OF

PROJECTION AND LASER SCANNER PLATEMAKING SYSTEMS

A.O INTRODUCTION

-
~ In the discussion of the projection and laser scanner platemaking

systems, mathematical models of these systems were presented. These models

are derived in this appendix.

A .l MODULATION TRANSFIk FUNCTIONS

The modulation transfer function (MTF) describes the ability of

the platemaking systems, or one of its components, to reproduce an input

sine wave image. The MTF is defined as the amplitude response of the system.

- 
(It represents the amplitude term of the optical transfer function which

• also contains a phase term. In analyzing platemaking systems, only the

- -  ampl itude term is important.) The overall system modulation transfer

function, designated r~ ’ ( K’) ,  is the ratio of the modulation in the image

(on the pressplate) to that in the object (on the microform) and Is a

function of the frequency of the input (or output) sine wave. This is ,

= (A—i )

A-l

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -•.. 

_ j



r - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T
s

’ ( K ’ )  = the MTF val ue for a si ne wave of K~ cycles/rn j
K’ = the spatial frequency referred to the pressplate

M~(K’) = the modulation in the output image —

= the modulation in the object.

In certain cases, it is more meaningfu l to reference MTF’s to

the object (microform) plane. In such cases, the MTF value for a si ne wave

at K’ cycles/rn at the pressplate equals the MTF value at K cycles/mm at

• the object plane , where

K = MK’ (M = linear magnification factor)

A schematic representation of equation (A-l) would look like :

~~,.
_ r

~’(K’)

M0 _*[SYStem J-~ 
.—

~~~~~ 
M1 (K’)

A-2
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.1
The obj ect modulation , M0, is defi ned for an object wi th a

I • 

sinusoidal distribution of light as follows:

I _ 1max ’min
- “o l  + f  -

I max mm

I
- 

where

• I ‘ma 
= the maximum intensity

- _ 
X of light from the object

- 
- 

with sinewave distribution

- 

I . = the minimum density of light
_ mm from the object

The object modulation can also be defined in terms of the contrast

ratio of the scene by

C - i
M0 

= c~ + 1 —

~~~~~
‘ (A-3)

where 

= 

CR = 

• 

~ 

‘ 

(A-4)

- and CR the contrast ratio of the object
I 1!RO t.Ev~~

A-3
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- I
In the mathematical model for the platemaking systems, the signal

is expressed in terms of the object modulation. The optical signal , S0, is

defined in all cases as the di fference in extreme intensity levels. j
S0 

= = 1max 
- 1min .-5)

In the same manner, if we assume that for all values of K, the

average intensity, T, is defi ned as:

I + 1 .
~~ (A 6)— 

2

then equation (A-2) becomes

M (A - i)
~~ 21

or

S0 
= 2MØT (A-8)

When the entire system is considered, the optical signal is

transferred through one or more individual components , each having a unique

MTF. The processes that convert the average light intensity of the object

to an average light intensity at the pressplate also reduce the modulation

of the object . The output signal , S(K’), of a platemaking system Is therefore

given by the equation :

S(K ’ )  = 2M1(K’)T ’ (A— 9)

I

A-4
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1~
I

or

S(K ’ ) = 2M0t5 ’(K’)T ’ (A— b )

where T’ is the average irradiance at the image (plate) plane.

Equation (A-b ) has been used below in developing the signal

expressions for the various platemaking systems.

The specific modulation transfer function that must be considered

in modeling platemaking systems is the MTF associated with the projection

optics. These optics take different forms depending upon the specific system.

In addition, not only on-axis, but also off-axis performance (MTF) of the

optics must be considered. The compl exity of some projection optics, and

the need to know their off-axis performance , makes development of an accurate

mathematical model for this MTF very complicated. The preferred approach is

rather to obtain measured MTF data from the manufacturer. In lieu of such

data , a simplistic , on-axis , mathematical formula for the MTF of a diffraction

limited lens is:

T (K) = ~~
- [cos~~(A) - AI1—A~

f ] (A— ll )

where
FAK

A 
D

F = focal length of lens

A = wavelength of light

- ,  K = spatial frequency at the object plane

0 = lens diameter

A-5
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A.2 DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A NON-LASER PROJECTION SYSTEM

A qual itative description of a non-laser projection system is

presented and shown schematically in Section 2.2.1.2 of the text.

The output power, P, of the high intensity source can be expressed

in the form:

p = p
~ 

j  P
~
dA (watts) (A-12)

where

P is the peak monochromatic output power (watts)p
is the relati ve output power.

For: a reflector col lection efficiency, x~ I
a reflector reflection coefficient , Rr(A)

~
a dichroic mirror reflection coefficient, Rd(x) ,

a filter transmission coefficient, tft (x),

and a beam shaping optics transmission coefficient, tb(A), 
- .

the total power, P’ , reaching the film (object) plane is equal to: I
PpX I Rr(A)Rd(A)t ft(A)tb(A)PAdA (watts) (A—13)

A-6 3
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This power is concentrated over an area , A, at the film plane . Thus, the

power density, I, at the film plane is given by the equation:

I~pX 1 Rr(A )R d(A )t ft (A )t b(A )P A dA

= = A (watts/cm2) (A-14)

As discussed in the text , a portion of this power is absorbed by

the film. For a “base plus fog” f i lm transm iss ion coeff icient , t~(A), the

maximtiu power transmi tted through the film is equal to:

P x f  t (x)dx

A (watts/cm ) (A-l5)

To permit later use of equation (A-lU), the average power trans-
• 

mitted is also important. If the assumption is made that “black” picture

elements on the film transn~it almost no l ight , then , the average power

transmitted is approximately one-hal f of the maximum power. This light is

projected through the use of projection optics onto the plate (image) plane.

For a projection optics transmission coefficient, t~(x)1 a

projection optics collection efficiency, ~~ and a linear magn if ication ratio,

M, the average irradiance, T’ , at the plate plane is given by the equation :

C~P~x I Rr(X ) R d(A )t ft (A )t b(A )t f (A )t p(A )P A dA 
2

2 (watts /cm )
2AM

(A l6.)

A-i 
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It should be noted that the projection optics collection efficiency, r
• ~~ depends not only upon the projection optics , but also upon the nature

of the light being transmitted through the film. If the light is “Lambertian”

in nature , then

p 
- 

4(f /#) 2(M+l) 2

where f/# is the f-number of the projection optics. If the light is more

directional (specular), C~, will have a val ue greater than that calculated

by this equation .

By substituting T’ into equation (A-b ), the signal , S, at the

pl ate pl ane is given by the equation :

M0r~’C~P~x I Rr(A)Rd(A)tft(A)tb(A)tf(A)t (A)P dA
S(K’)= 2AM

(watts/cm2) (A-1 8)

A-8
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A .3 DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATiCAL MODEL FOR A LASER PROJECTION SYSTEM

A qualitati ve description of a laser projection system is presented

and shown schemati call y in Section 2.2.1.3 of the text.

The output power, P, of the laser can be expressed in the form:

n
P = ~ P(x.) (watts) (A-19)

i=l 1

where

P(x~) is the laser output power at wavelength A
~
, and

n is the number of output wavelengths associated
with a particular laser.

For a beam shaping optics transmission coefficient tb(Xj),

a galvanometer mirror reflection coefficient Rg(Aj)~ and

a lens transmi ssion coefficient, t11,

the total power, P’, reaching the film plane is equal to:

E
1 
tb(A i)Rg(A i )tLl (A i )P (x i) (watts) (A—20)

A-9
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• If the area of the laser beam spot at the film plane is A,

then the i rradiance , I, at the film plane is given by the equation

n
• 

•
E
1 
tb(A i )Rg(A i )tLl (A i)P(Xi) 2I = 

1 
A (watts/cm ) (A-2 l )

The subsequent development of this model parallel s exactly that 
1

of the non-laser projection system. Thus, the average irradiance, T’ , at

the plate plane is given by the expression : ]

— 

C~ •
E tb(A i )Rg(A i)tLl (Xi)tf(Xi )tp(Ai )P(Xi)

= 
1— 

2 (A—22) -
~~

2AM 2(watts /cm ) 
J

Similarly, the signal , 5, at the plate pl ane is given by the

expression:

M0T~’C~ •
~l 

t
b
(xi )Rg(xi )tLl (A i)tf(A i)tp(A i)P(A i)

S(K’) = 2 (A—2 3)
AM

(watts/cm2)

A-lO
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A.4 DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A LASER PLATEM AKER

A qual itative description of a laser platemaker is presented in

Section 2.2.2 of the text and is shown schematically in Figure 2-8 . As

discussed in the text, the scanning out of the microform image is accomplished

in much the same way as it is done in the laser projection system. Con-

sequently, the total power, P’, reaching the film pl ane •can be determined

using equation (A—20). If, A1, is the area of the “scanning out” laser

spot (highly focused for this system), then the irradiance, I, at the film

plane is P’/A, that is:

.~~~ 
tb(A i)tg(A i )tLl (A i )P(A i)

I = 
A (watts/cm2) (A-24)
1

For a “base plus fog” film transmission coefficient, tf(A 1)~

the average power transmitted through the film is

~ 
tb(A j)tg(A j)tLl (A j)tf(Xi )P(A j)

1—1 (watts) (A—25)
2

This light is collected by a “collecting” lens and imaged onto the face of

a photomultiplier tube. The average current out of the photomultiplier can

be determined by knowing the transmission coefficient, t
~
(xi),of the collecting

lens , the sensitivity of the photocathode and the gain , Gm~ of the mul tipl ier.

A- l 1
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-• If the photocathode sensitivity is given by the expression

S~a(A 1)

where

S~ is the peak monochromatic photocathode sensitivity, and

is the relative photocathode response ,

then the average current out of the mul tip l ier i s given by the expression: j
n .11GmSP i-i 

tb(X l )t9
(A
~
)tLl (A l )tf(Al )tC(A~

)a(A l)P(Xl)

2 (A-26)

(amps)

The signal , S( K), corresponding to this average current is given by

the equation (referencing equation A-lO):

s(K) = TLlMoGmSp E tb(A i)tg(A i)t Ll (A i)t f (A i)tc (A i)a(A i)P(X i)

(amps) (A—2 7)

Developing the model for the write-in portion of the system

parallel s that of the scanning-out portion described above. The light from

the write laser is modulated by the video signal from the photomultiplier tube.

The modulated light passes through the beam shaping optics , is reflected by

the galvanometer mirror(s) and projected by way of the projection optics onto

A-l2
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the pressplate . The average irradiance , T’ , at the pressplate plane Is,

thus , given by the equation :

— 

E tm(X j)t b(A j)tg(Ai )t p(A i )P( X j)
= 1—1 

2A (watts/cm2) (A-28)
2

wh ere

tm(Ai) i s the transm ission of the modula tor in “on ” mode,

t~ (x1) is the transmi ssion coefficient of the projection lens,

A2 is the area of the “wri te-in” spot , and

t
b
(A j), tg(X j ) and P( x 1) are defined above .

The signal , S(K’), corresponding to this average irradiance is

given by the equation:

r~ ’ E tm(A i)tb(A i)t (A l)t (A i )  P(x 1)
S(K ’ ) i—I 

A (A— 2 9)
2

(watts/cm2 )

I
~

A-i 3
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Parameters Used in Analysis of
UV and Visible Light Projection Systems

Collection efficiency of relfectors 75%
Reflection coefficient of refl ectors 95%
Transmission coefficient of beam shaping optics 85%
Transmission coefficient of projection optics 80%
Collection efficiency of projection optics 50% L

LW Projection System

Transmission coefficient of heat filter: Published data on Schott KG-i
Transmission coefficient of red absorbing filter: Published data on

Schott BG-25 not
Schott BG-37

Laser Proj ection System

Transmission coefficient of projection optics 80%
Col l ection efficiency of projection optics 95%

Laser Platemaking System

Transm iss ion of modula tor 50% r
Transmission coefficient of beam shaping optics 80%
Transm ission coeff icient ga l vanome ter mi rror 95%
Transmission coefficient of projection optics 90%

EBR Fi lm Parameters

Film transmission coefficient 0% (250 nm - 300 nm)
60% (300 nm - 350 nm)
85% (350 nm - 400 nm)
90% (400 nil and above)

Film specific heat 0.55 BTU/lb - °F
Film weight 3.5 x 10—2 lbs/ft2
Film expansion coefficient 1.0 x lO~~ In / in — °F

A-l 4
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